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Abstract
A Test Accumulation Ring for NUMATRONProject,
TARN, is now under construction
at INS, University5;f
Tokyo.
Heavy ions from the SF Cyclotron such as N
with an energy of 8.5 MeV per nucleon, are planned to
be injected
and stacked in the ring by a combination
EXof multiturn
injection
and RF stacking method
petted intensity
of the stacked beam, e.g. N5-l , is 2
and a survival
rate of 90 % is anticx 1o’O particles,
ipated at the pressure of 1. X 10-l’ torr during a
stacking time of 1 sec.
In this paper, the present
status of the ring is described as well as the performances of the major subsystems.
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Introduction -

Recently, interests
in high-energy heavy-ions have
grown up not only in the field of nuclear physics but
also in the scientific
communities of solid state
physics, medical biology,
and fusion power generat ion
engineering.
In &Japan, an accelerator
for high-energy
heavy-ion,
NUMATRON,’9’) was projected at INS, University of Tokyo. At. the design of the accelerator,
a
synchrotron
with an accumulation ring is most preferable for obtaining
an expected high intensity
beam
of heavy ions, considering
a present ion source technology and a low duty factor of synchrotron.
The Test Accumulation Ring for NUMATRON,TARN, is
being constructed
at Il!S for developing technical
subjects related to the heavy ion a;celerator
complex.
The heave ion beams or example N’ of 8.5 MeV/u, from
the TNS-SF Cyclotron ‘3 f are injected
and accumulated in
the TAR?], as shown in Fig.1.
The injector
cyclotron
is
a multi-particle
variable-energy
accelerator
and has
been in operation
since 1974. A cold cathode PIG
source for heavy ions was develo ed and extracted beams
of 4.3 \IA 14N5+ and 1.5 PA 2oNe6$ are obtained. 4,
The main parameters of the TARN are given in Table
1. The ring consists of eight bending magnets and sixteen quadriipole magnets with a lattice
structlire
of
POD0 type.
The mean radius is 5.06 m and the bending
radius of the central oribt is 1.333 m. The overall
ring view is shown in Fig, 2, The heavy ion beam is
accelerated
in the SF Cyclotron and introduced
in the
ring via a beam transporting
path, and is injected
in
the ring by a combination of multiturn
injection
and
RF stacking method. Expected intensity
of accumulated
ions such as N5+ is more than 2 x lOlo particles.
The
life time of the stacked beam is determined mainly by
the charge exchange reactions
between heavy ions and
residual
gas molecule.
Assuming the cross section of
the reactions
of 2.80 y lo-l7 cm*, the required pressure in the ring is 1 x 10-l’ torr for the survival
rate of 90 % during a stacking time of 1 sec. At
present major parts of the ring are completed and the
first
beam injection
will be done in coming May. In
following
sections,
design and performances of the ring
and major subsystems are described.
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Fig.1.
Layout of the TARN and the beam transport
system from the SF Cyclotron.
BA : Analyzer magnet.
BBM : Bending magnet. SW : Switching magnet. Q :
Quadrupole magnet. ST : Steering magnet. KPf :
Kicker magnet. S : Slit system.
EM : Emit tance
monitor.
P : Profile
monitor.
VP : Pumping system.
2.

xnetic

Focusing

System

Lattice Structure and Aperture Requirement
Focusing structure
of the TARN is an FODOtype of
a separated function,
where both the superperiodicity
and the number of normal cells are eight.
The mean
radius and the circumference
of the ring are 5.06 m
and 31.795 m, respectively,
which were determined considering
the synchronization
between two RF systems of
the TARN with a harmonic number of seven and of the
injector
cyclotron.
The number of betatron oscillation
per revolution
is 2.25 both in horizontal
and vertical
directions.
The required useful apertures in the horizontal
direction
are determined as 85 mm in half side both in
the bending magnet and quadrupole magnet, considering
the amplitude of betatron oscillation,
closed orbit
displacement and the spread of closed orbit due to
momentum spread of the stacked beam. The calculations
were based upon the assumption that the beam emittance
in horizontal
direction
after multiturn
injection
was
40 7~mmamrad and the momentum spread of the stacked
beam was 2.47 %. The beam emittance in vertical
direction
was assumed to be 20 TI mmamrad including
the
effect of injection
errors.
In the bending magnet, the
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to enlarge the
flat region of
the effective
f0c11si11g

strength.
The magnetic
fields ol the
eight bending
magnets were
measured with a
tempernturecontrol 1cd Hal 1
probe with a
precision
of
better than 1 C.
The probe was
arttnniatirnl ly
positioned
by a
computer-contra lied
driving
system.
‘l’hc cxci t ation
characteristics
of
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POLE EDGE

Fig.3.
‘The distribution
of the
magnetic field along the beam
orbit near the pole edge of the
bending magnet . The effective
c~dgt~was ~31~111nted acrordinp, tn
t hcse curves.

was

‘Tab 1t’

Parameter List

of

General
Beam energy (for N5-t 1
Magnetic field
Bending radius
Mean orbit radius
Revolution frequency
Betat ron $1values

(b)

vertical
amplitude of bctatron oscillnt ion, closed
orbit displacement and clearal;ce are 0.34 mm, 3.1 mm
and 8.56 mm in half side respectively,
and the required
vertical
useful aperture is LO mm in half side.
In
the quadrupole magnet t the corresponding: values are
10.47, 4.0 and 5.51 mm in half side, and the required
useful aperture i.n vertical
directions
is also JO mm
‘rile apertures of the magnets were deterin half side.
mined with the consideration
of the thickness of the
vacuum chamber wall, 4 mm, and spaces for heat insulation elements and distributed
ion pumps. The aperture
of the bending magnet was 70 (height)
y 258 (width) mm2
and the bore radius of the quadrupole magnet was 65 mm.
Magnet Corlstruct ion and Fielii Measurements
---~~_-------~_----~.--The bending magnet is a window-frame type, which
has merits of compactness of the StrLJCtUre and good
field uniformity.
In order to nvoici the sagit tn due
to the small radius of curvature,
1.333 m, the magnet
‘The edges of the map,nct pole at bot!l
is fan-shaped.
ends were designed to be normal to the central orbit.
In order to reduce the flux density at the edge of
iron yoke, the pole edges were cut with four steps
The shielding
approximating
the Kogowski ’ s curve.
plates were attached at both ends considering
the
small distance between the bending magnet and quaclrllpole magnets.
The qudrupole magnet was designed to afford the
possibility
of AC operation
in the case of fast tuning
of v-values.
The shape of the pole was determined
using the computer program TRIM and it was consisted
of a hyperbola which extended to its tanKentia1 line
at both sides.
The mechanical pole edge
cut so as
WilS
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FIELD CW4

mf;isurCd wit ii 31! NMK probe inserted

Fig.2.
View of the T,IRN under constrllrtion.
(a)
before the inVacuum syst cm, arranged tentatively
stallation
into the magnet. gaps.
(h) Rending ,irltl
quadrupole magnets.
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the

the magnet gap

TAKE

8 .5 6 HeV/ 1.1
B = 8.574 kc;
r’ = 1.333 m
R = 5.06 m
f, = 1.259 MHz
Llx = 2.250
1 )I ‘4
1.$.I?50
torr
?lultiturn
injection

Vacuum pressure
Injection
scheme
Magnet and Lat ticc
Number of normal cells
Number of superperiods
Number of long straight
Periodic structure
Bending magnets
Number
Gap
Pole width
Good field aperture
Qundrupole magnets
Number
Length
Field gradient

into

sections

9, B 4,

8
8
8
5

8
70 mm
258 mm
40 y 170 mm2
16
0.20 m
kF = 0.240 kG/cm
kD = 0.435 kG/cm

Momenturn compact ion fact 01
Maximum = 1.70 m
Minimum = 1.01 m
Average = 1.41 m
Betatron

amplitude

function
(x>
Maximum = 4.94 m
Minimum = 1.08 m

RF St acIting System
Frequency
Harmonic number
Maximum accelerating
Number of cavities
Total RF power

voltage

Stacking parameter
Momentum spread of the stacked beam
Momentum difference
between the
injection
orbit and stack top
Repetition
rate
Maximum RF stacking number

(:I)
5.51 m
1.18 m
8.81 MHz
7
1.1 kV
1
1.3 kW
2,469 %
6.289 %
50 Hz
100
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deeply enough, and the calibration
of the Hall probe
was executed simultaneously.
The effective
edge of
the field was calculated
by the integration
of the
curve of the fringing
field along the beam orbit as
shown in Fig. 3, The uniformity
of the field along the
radial
direction
was measured at the sufficiently
inner side of the magnet gap from the edge and was
better than !: 2 x 10m4 over the whole useful aperture.
The field gradient of the quadrupole magnet was
measured with twin coils translated
horizontally
and
the induced voltage at each coil was fed into a VFC
6) The deviation
circuit
of high sensitivity.
of the
field
gradient along the radial direction
was measured
and was found to be less than 0.5 % in a whole region
from x = - 85 to t 85 mm, where x denotes the distance
from the central axis of the magnet as shown in Fig.4.
The deviation
lof
the effective
length of the
foclising action
4&w
was also measured
IO7
I. 1,s.
by the longer
nLklum
slw.
wy
twin coils and
0’.
/LT.:
was found to be
less

than

1 ?

over the above
region.
The effective
length
was calculated
to
be 260 mm, while
the geometrical
one is 200 mm.
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Fig.4.
The field gradient of the
qundrupole magnet (--),
and the
sextupole component (---)
along
the beam orbit.
The value of G(0)
is 0.44 kG/cm.
3.

Multiturn
--~---

A combination

Injection
of multiturn

and RF Stacking
injection

and RF

stacking, “y ’ 9‘) is applied to the TAR!J. In this
injection
method,
heavy ions from the cyclotron
are
injected
via a magnetic and an electrostatic
inflectors
while are excited two bump magnets, and then, stacked
in a longit uriinnl phase space by an RF field,
This
injection
scheme is very efficient
for obtaining
higher beam intensity.
Method
Multiturn
__
--_._- Tnjcction
I~~
For this injection
scheme, two pulse magnets are
located upstre,lm and downstream from the injecting
position.
These magnets produce a bump in the closed
orbit between them and the distance between the magnets
should be a half of betatron wave-length
in order to
avoid my effe:t
on other parts of the equilibrium
orbit,
The rate and the collapsing
rate of the closed
orbit distortion
is determined so as to optimize the
beam intensity
stacked in the transverse phase space.
Assuming a constant collapsing
rate of the bump
field,
the inflector
septum moves by a constant
distanre
in the transverse
phase space at every
revollltion
period.
Thus , an acceptance seen by the
injector
beam <at a particular
instant,
which is
defined AS a pnrtial
acceptance,
changes its location,
shape and area throughout the injection
period.
If the be,im emittance is large, the injected
particles
are possible
to populate throughout the
partial
acceptance, and therefore,
the acceptance
ellipse
is filled
with heavy ions except for the
region siiatlowe[l by the septum.
In the CJSE of larger acceptance, however, the
effect
of the finite
beam emittance becomes serious.
The filling
factor,
which is defined as a ratio of
populated area to the acceptance, decreases with increasing acceptance,
3732

A betatron phase advance between the center of
the upstream bump magnet and the injecting
position
also affects
on the filling
factor.
Taking into account these effects,
a calculation
was carried out and results are used in the following
sections.
RF Staking Method
A procedure of the RF stacking in the TARN is
similar
to the one which is used for the stacking of
high energy proton beams at ISR, CERN.“)
The beam is
injected
into the TARN by a multiturn
method as described above. The area of the longitudinal
phase
space of the injected beam is estimated considering
the energy and phase spreads of the cyclotron
beam.
Energy spread, AT/T, and phase spread, A@, of the beam
from the cyclotron
was measured at less than 2 x 10s3
and t 2”, respectively
, where T denotes a kinetic
energy of nucleon.
Then the phase space area of the
beam is 0.88 (rad.keV).
The initial
voltage of an RF field is determined
to be such a value as the separatrix
well cover the
phase space area of the injected beam and is rather
freely chosen within the limits of satisfying
the
above condition.
Then the RF voltage at the capture
process is chosen as the same value at the acceleration period, 1100 V, at which the period of phase
oscillation
is 1.13 msec.
The rate of change of momentum for the synchroAPfdt
nous particle,
is designed at 1.52 x 10B2 (ms’)
P ’
for the synchronous phase angle of 30” and RF voltage
of 1100 v. The fractional
momentum variation
corresponding to the distance from the injection
orbit is
3.82 %. Then it is required 2.5 ms to change the
momentum of the injected beam to that of the bottom of
the stacked beam. The revolution-frequency
difference
between the injected
and stacked beam at the bottom is
32.6 kHz and the corresponding
RF frequency difference
is 228 kHz.
During a period of acceleration
from the bottom
to the top of the stacked region, the RF voltage is
adiabatically
reduced to the final voltage.
Ihis
reduction of RF voltage is necessary
bcc,~use the high
RF voltage brings about undesirable
large mowr:tum
spread of the stacked beam when the separatrix
is
moved to the top of the stacking orbit.
The final voltage is determined so tllat the awd
of the separatrix
is just equal to or larger than the
longitudinal
phase space area of the injected beam,
0.88 (rad.keV).
However this reduction
requires d
much longer time, for example 2 s, for the deposit
period.
This is because, first,
the adi,~baticity
in
the change of RF voltage is required ‘jnd, second, tllc
synchronous phase angle must be kept constant at 30”
during a process of deposit.
On the other hrind beam
life time in the ring is determined by the pressure in
the vacuum chamber, say 1 * 10-l ’ torr, end is estimated at 1 set for the survival
rate of 90 ? for
this pressure.
Then slow repetition
rate of RF
stacking may result in a low intensity
in the ring.
Typical stacking rate is 50 Hz and the final voltage
is 100 V for this repetition
rate.
‘iltc RF voltage
is
reduced adiabatically
and the necessary time to clm~~j;c
from the initial
bucket to the final one is designed
as 6.3 ms.
Momentum difference
between the bottom and the
top of the stacked beam is designed as 2.469 I and
hence the RF frequency must be changed by 149 kHz for
this acceleration.
In order to keep sin:,
= 0.5 for
the RF voltage of 100 V during the acceleration,
the
time derivative
of the frequency must be 8.8 k!lz/ms
and then the time required for the deposit is 17 111s.
At every acceleration,
the bucket passes o\‘er the
stacked particles
and disturbs
their energy
oscillations.
The mean beam energy decrease 1E of the
stacked beam can be derived from Liouville’s
theorem:

phase detector,
The absolute value
of the stable phase
angle is determined
The permissible
energy spread for the beam stacking is
by a phase shifter
the maximum
designed as 391’ (keV) and therefore
in the loop.
possible
stacked Ilumber is calculated
at 104.
An acceleratThe energy dispersion
i&E> introduced in an
ing structure
is
inftially
monoenergetic beam due to the n passages of
composed of two
the bucket is given by
cavities
with an
<bE> = vh 6Est ’ sin+, ,
electrical
length
of a quarter wave.
where 6Est represents an energy width of a stationary
In order to tune
The num~~rical result is <6E> = 56.4 keV and
bucket.
the cavity over an
the ratio of GF:-% to ?E is 0.14 which appears to be
operating frequency
quite acceptable.
Fig.6.
(a) Programmed acceleraand to reduce the
size of the cavity,
ting voltage at the low level
Combination
of Ilultiturn_----- II*tion ___--___and RF Stack&
--._.---_--_
electronics.
It rises from 0 V
24 ferrite
rings,
Method
~382 mm O.D., 260 mm to 4.5 V and stays at 0.5 V.
Using the results of the above calculations,
a
(b) Accelerating
frequency, which
I.D. and 20 mm
total stacking number both in transverse
and longivaries from 8.5 MHz in a range of
thick, are stacked
tudinal
phases spaces are obtained as a function of a
380 kliz.
The time scale is 2 ms/
in the cavity.
half aperture offered for the multiturn
injection.
div.
Each ferrite
ring
The total stacking number has the maximum value of
is sandwitched by
envelopes of
about I900 at xe = JO mm, The calculated
cooling copper
multiturn
injertecl
and RF stacked beams are shown in
Electrical
characteristics
of several ferrite
discs.
Fig.5 as :I function of length ,~long the central orbit.
materials
were investigated,
and
the ferrite
with the highest PQf
value was selected.
The resonant
frequency of the cavity is varied
from
SF Cyrlotron
by changing a capacitance between
6two inner conductors or by
impressing the biasing magnetic
field in the ferrite
cores.
The
two-turn bus bars were folded
around the ferrite
rings.
The RF power is fed to the
cavity by a 5 kW RF power amplifier through a wide band transformer of a transmission
type for
the matching of their impedances.
I
I
I
I
The transformer
was also used to
I
I
I
I
I
I
11
r
0
i .I
fl
4
I
c
i
obtain two RF fields,
whose phases
,9n;ti 1, ,l%lC<sn-rllOrbit 5 lm'
are different
by 180” from each
other for the push-pull
operation
of the cavity.
The envtalopes of multiturn
injected
and RF stacked beams (----).
Fig.5.
Several kinds of beam monitors
The closed orbits of heavv ions with momenta different
from that of
were prepared for efficient
beam
central oribt beam nre also shorm~ (-*a-).
handling during an injection
and
Electrostatic
monitors and magnetic ones
RT System -Beam
and
stacking.
4. ----.--.-L
_----.-. Monitor
-._----- Control
using ferrite
cores were used as non-destructive
type,
The former
The RF system is composed of a low level RF
which is necessary for beam stacking.
detects beam position
measuring asymmetry of induced
electronics
system and high power parts including
an
Signals are fed through
The low level RF electronics
accelerating
cavit-y.
charges on two electrodes.
ADC circuits
into a mini-computer,
FACOMPFL’-400, where
plays an importalnt role to obtain phast> lock mechanism
the position
is calculated
from the two pulse heights
between beam and 10’ accelerating
field.
Also it is
The information
is served
and the result is recorded.
used to control the accelerating
voltage and frequency
for the control of RF acceleration.
The magnetic
so as to obtain tllc optimum RF stacking condition.
monitor, where a coil picks up magnetic flux induced
Programmed accelerating
voltage and frequency are ilin the ferrite
core, provides informations
on beam
lustrated
in Fig.6.
The amplitude of the RF field is modulated by a
intensity
and phase. Output signals are converted
into sine-wave through a tank circuit
and fed to the
balanced modulator in accordance with the waveform
Four beam-dumping (Faraday-cup
from a function gcncrator.
The fast feedback voltage
RF control system.
type) monitors are installed
in the ring for the study
control
function is given by an amplitude normalizer.
This
of the injection
orbit of the beam in the ring.
It stabilizes
the IX voltage against the variation
of
with sixteen strips of Be-Cu foil 500 pm in
detector,
the cavi tY impedance due to the sweep of the frequency.
The phase difference
between the accelerating
thickness and 2 mm in width, measures intensity
and
position
simultaneously.
field and the fundamental mode of the bunch signal is
The rontrol
system regulates
the RF system, logs
measured by a phase detector,
where the beam phase
data from various systems (beam transport,
vacuum,
information
is derived from a core-type beam monitor
magnet and beam monitoring
systems), and gives an
with a reson,2tor whose resonant frequency is adjusted
The system is
alarm for abnormality
in above systems.
The OlJtpUr
signal of the phase
at the RF freqllency.
provided with two mini-computers
where the former is
detector
is fed to a voltage controlled
oscillator
for the RF system and the latter
for data logging and
(VCO) through a summing amplifier.
The output
al arming.
The acquired data are to be analyzed to
frequency oi the VCO is determined by the voltage on a
learn the characteristics
of the TARN and to search
which is composed of a program term from the
varacter,
the best condition
for the operation.
function generator and feedback one coming from the
3733
it

is

found that

after

n passages

,;C = 3.75 n (keV) ,

5.

Vacuum System

On-beam pressure lower than 1 x 10-l’ torr (1.33
x 1o-8 Pa) is required to achieve 90 % survival
probability
of accumulated ions during a period of 1
sec. 11) Since 1976, some preliminary
tests on ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system have been carried out, where
two test stands for UHV studies were constructed.
The
vacuum chamber of test stand I is cylindrical,
30 cm
in diameter and 200 cm in length, and is made of stainless steel 316L. The pumping system is composed of a
1500 R/s titanium sublimation
pump with liquid nitrogen
shroud, and a 500 R/s turbomolecular
pump backed by a
400 R/s oil diffusion
pump. On the other hand, the
vacuum chamber of test stand TI is a prototype scaled
model of the bending section and the short straight
section in the TARN. The pumping system is composed
of a 400 P./s sputter-ion
pump and a 200 R/s turbomolecular pump backed by a 100 a/s turbomolecular
pump+ The backing and the discharge cleaning effects
were measured using the test stand I and II,
respectively.
Pumping characteristics
have been studied to establish efficient
procedures for baking out the vacuum
chamber and glow discharge cleaning in Ar or Ar t 0,.
It is found that the partial
pressure of 11,O decreases
significantly
after glow discharge processing.
In
rhe typical
spectrum, a peak at m/e = 16 was the
highest one. It may be understood that this peak is
not due to ions in gas-phase, but to Ot ions emitted
from the surface of the quadrupole mass-filter
caused
by electron
impact desorption effect. 12) This peak is
a very useful indicator
of “cleanliness”
of the surface in the system.
In Yovember 1978, the whole vacuum system was
assembled tentatively
prior to installation
into the
magnet gaps. The system was baked at 250°C for 50
hours, and the average pressure of 2 x IO-”
torr was
attained
after 1,000 hour pumping down without glow
discharge processing.
The drawing of the system is shown in Ii’ig.7,
The
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Fig.7.

Vacuum system of the TARN

chamber has a circumferential
length of 31.8 m, and is
divided into eight unit sections,
each of which consists of one dipole magnet chamber of 45 x 234 mm2
rectangular
cross section,
two quadrupole magnet
chambers of 90 X 190 mm2 diamond-shaped cross section,
and a straight
section chamber. These chambers are
made of stainless
steel 316L. Each pumping system is
composed of a sputter-ion
pump, a titanium sublimation
pump, and a distributed
pump, which is installed
along
the inside of outer wall of the dipole magnet chamber
and is also used as a high-voltage
electrode
for in
situ glow discharge cleaning. 13)
As shown in Fig.7, two roughing and auxiliary
pumping systems are located at the straight
sections
3734

S-3 and S-7, each of which comprises a turbomolecular
pump backed by either an oil diffusion
pump or a
mechanical booster pump, and a rotary pump.
The straight
section S-l is connected to the
injection
beam transport
line through three stages of
differential.
pumping system.
Btam Transport-- - _-and- -Idection
Svstem
6 * .L-----_ - _ --- -1.
_ -_
Heavy ions irom the injector
cyclotron
dre
introduced to the TARN via a transporting
path with
optical matching elements and beam monitoring devices.
The layout of the beam transport
is illustrated
in
Fig.1.
The beam transporting
system is divided into
four sections*
1) momentum analvzing section with two
bending magneis of 90” and 78.30” deflection
angles,
respectively,
and three pairs of quadrupole magnets,
2) momentum matching section with a bending magnet of
71 .17” deflection
angle and one quadrupole pair where
each element has a function to produce a double
achromatic beam, that is to say, both the momentum
dispersion
function and its gradient are vanished,
3) dispersion-free
matching section of the transverse
phase ellipses
with two quadrupole pairs, 4) mamentum
matching section which produces a required dispersion
at the injection
point of the ring.
Analysis of the
beam optics was pcrformcd with the aid of the computi‘r
program IIAGIC.
Analyzing magnets, name<?Ml arla Rz14, are of rhc
modified window-frame type with edge focusing
function.
The shapes of pole edges at entrance arid
exit are approximated to Kogowski’s curve and field
clamps are attached to the edges.
Time structure
of the incident beam to the ?Al:!\J
is controlled
bv the kicker magnet of the deflection
angle of 0.0745”, by which beam rqidth is set to 20
% 100 \is.
Injection ~~--Apparatus
-_
The electrostaticinflector
system consists of
two sets of electrodes
and
three probes.
The
electrodes
of negative potential
are made of stainless
steel and supported by ceramic insulators
whereas the
septum electrodes
are tantalum foils of 0.1 mm thick.
The gap of electrodes
is &signed to be 8 mm, and the
maximum electric
field strength in the gap is 100 kV/
cm. The length of each electrode along the beam path
is 30 cm. These four electrodes
are mounted on one
movable base plate made of stainless
steel.
‘The bump magnets are mdde of ferrite,
md
has ;I
cross section of C-type.
The pole has a length of
40 cm and a width of about 20 em. Shims are disposed
on the poles in order to obtain the most desirable
drop-off
of field strength.
The pole gap is 50 mm and
the required field strength at the pulse peak is 274
G. The magnetic field is generated by a two-turn coil
which has an inductance of about 9 ~.IH.
The high-current
pulse-forming
circuit
consists
of charging condensers, magnet coil itself,
and
resistors
with diode in series.
A high-voltage
and
high-current
SCR is used as a switching element.
By
the condenser and the resistors,
the bump decay time
is varied from 20 to 50 ps.
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